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Anstnecr

The octahedral tetramer involves an edge-sharing dimer which further links
at the shared corners to two more octahedra, resulting a center: vertex ratio
- 1:5. A topologically
identical cluster exists in amarantite, although the two
structures difier in the ligand groupings and their relative amounts. In leucophosphite, the tetramer is joined to symmetry equivalent tetramers by bridging
(Po')t. tetrahedra. The K* ions reside in constricted
channels in the structure.
Half of the-total wa,ter occurs in a structural cavity and probabry possessesa,
tetrahedral grouping of hydrogen bonds.
Average polyhedral interatomic distances are Ko'-O 2.g22, Fe(l)-O 2.02g,
Fe(2)-o 2.012,P(l)-o 1.540,and p(z)-o 1.582A. The (oH)- group is bonded
to three Fe"* cltions, resulting in a long Fe"*-(oH)- 2.r1s A u.ru.ug" because
of extreme cation oversa.turation.
The deep red color of amarantite, in contradistinction to the pale-colored
leucophosphite and the corner-sharing octahedral chain structures, suggests possible spin coupling on account of the short 2.g0 A Fe-Fe separation in the
former compound.

INrnonucrron
Systematicinvestigation of the interrelationshipsbetweenatomic

for elucidationof the role of water in the crystal as well.
Leucophosphitewas originally describedby Simpson (1982) as
chalk-like material from weelhamby Lake, western Australia, where
it occurswith varisciteand chalcedonyin serpentinefractures.It was
derivedfrorn the reactionof bird guanoleachingswith the serpentine.
Admixtureswith the variscite did not allow a simple composilionfor
bheobviouslycontaminatedanalyzedmaterial.
A detailed account of leucophosphitechemistry by Axelrod, car3W
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ron, Milton, and Thayer (1952)derivedfrom their study of phosphate
mineralizationat Bomi Hill and Bambuta, Liberia, wherethe species
occursas a constituentof phosphaterock cementingcracksin boulders of high grade iron ore. with wet chemicalanalyseson the leucophosphite,and on bird and bat fecesand guanos,they proposedan
origin for the phosphatesbasedon the interaction of bat,dung leachings with the iron oxides.The leucophosphiteoccurs as fine-grained
cheriy massesand rangesoptically from isotropicto weakly birefringent material.Their X-ray powderstudieson the Australian material
showed a range of crystallinities from essentially amorphous to
erystallinematerials,the latter revealingspotty powder patterns before crushing.They proposedthe formulaKFe3.z(OH) (PO+)z'ZHzO'
A distinctly different parageneticsetting was reportedby Lindberg
(1957).The mineral occurswith avelinoite (cyrilovite) and metastrengite implanted upon frondelite from the Sapucaiapegmatite,Minas
Gerais district, Brazil. superior single crystals permitted a detailed
crystal-chemicalstudy. Recently, leucophosfhitehas been iderrtified
frorn severalpegmatitesin the Black Hills, south Dakota. with the
guidanceof Mr. W. L. Robertsand Dr. D. H. Garske,I collectedexceptional specimenson the dumps of the Tip Top pegmatite, near
and
Custer,,SouthDakota. The mineral occursas columnaraggregates
with
in
length
to
1
mm
up
prismatio
crystals
clustersof monoclinic
morphologyidenticalto the Sapucaiamaterial deseribedby Lindberg.
It is amongthe latest mineralsto form in openpocketsin rockbridgeite, which derivesfrom the hydrothermalreworkingof triphylite giant
crystals.I have also collectedthe speciesin a similar paragenesisat
the Palermo No. 1 pegmatite,North Groton, New Hampshire.The
from thesepegmatitesis greenin daylight but purplishleucophosphite
grey in incandescent
light.
Haseman,Lehr, and Smith (1950) synthesizedand characterized
at least nineteenhydrated potassium(ammonium)ferric (aluminum)
to the leucophosphates,
of which their Group 4 produetI corresponds
(NH+)*
and
Al3* for FeS*
for
Kt
phosphite.Possiblesolid solution of
Leucodetail.
in
complete
was inferred,btit the serieswas not studied
pH
ranges
at
to
145'C
75o
phosphiteappeaxsat temperaturesbetween
M.
from
1.0
to
3'5
of 2.5to 6.0and phosphateconcentrations
The occurrenceof leucophosphitein two distinct parageneticsettings addsinterestto the speciesand provokesinquiry about its atomic
arrangement,with especialemphasison the nature of the transition
metal clusteringin the crystal. The two paragenetictypes of leucophosphiteare reminiscentof the basic ferrous-ferricphosphateoccurrencesdescribedby Moore (1970)' Minerals such as dufrenite, rock-
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bridgeite, strengite, etc. occur as fibrous masses replacing goethite
beds in bog ores and were derived by phosphatic solutions acting upon
these ores. Paragenetic sequences of these phases also occur with remarkable duplication from hydrothermally
reworked triphylite ponds
in complex giant crystal pegmatites.
ExpnntrrnNrer,
A superiorsinglecrystal of prismatic shape,showing {101}, {111}, and {011} and
measuring 0.10 X 0.12 X 0.16 mm, was selectedfrom a Tip Top pegmatite sample.
4200 symmetry independent reflections were gathered on a prcKER automated
diffractometer utilizing a molybdenum target and graphite monochromator. cell
parameters were refined by an on-Iine least-squaresfit of fifteen indexed monitor
reflections, initially using the cell data in primitive setting of Lindberg (19b2) and
the results appear in Table 1 along with the cell contents. For moderately intense
reflections, the mosaic spread at half-peak height was less than 0.60 at intermediate
Bragg angles. Intensities were collected to maximum 20 : z0o with individual scan
widths of 1.8o, scan rates of lo/minute, and 10 second background counting times.
The systematic absencesconfirmed the uniquely determined p21fn space group.
Elimination of the extinct reflections left 3900 independent data which were processed
by conventional computational proceduresto obtain l/(obs) l. Examination of several
reflections by o-rotation revealed that difierential absorption amounted to at
most * 6 percent of the mean intensity and a correction was not applied.
Sor,urrolr

oF THE Srnucrunn

The three-dimensionalPatterson function, P(uuw), was preparedand
satelliteyectorswith coordinates(l/2, t/2 + 2y,I/2) and (t/2 + 2r,
l/2, l/2 *, 2z) were systematically tabulated. Combinations of these
vectoffiwerepreparedin the form (2r,2y,22) and the inversionveotors
were sought in P(uuw). Inversion peaks of approximately half the
ma,ximaof the correspondingsatellite vectorswere acceptedas possible
solutions.
The asymmetricunit includesfive heavy atoms: Fe(l), Fe(2), p(1),
P(2), and K. Consequently,there are 4Fe(1) ---+Fe(l), * 4Fe(2) -+
Fe(2)' * aFe(l) ---+Fe(2) f aFe(l) -+ P(t) * aFe(t) + P(2) *
aFe(2) --+P(1) f aFe(2) ---+P(2) * aFe(l) -- K * 4Fe(2) -+ K : 86
prominent vectors, with approximate relative densitiesof Fe-Fe 52b,
Fe-P 345, and Fe-K 430. Peeling the Patterson onion proceededwith
solutions from the Fe-Fe vectors, then the Fe-P and Fe-K vectors,
the latter selectedon the basisof the positionalsolutionsof the Fe atoms.
The metal atomic positionswere unambiguouslyobtainedin this fashion
with no difrculty, and all 36 vectors could be derived from these solutions,
Least-squaresrefinements of the Fe, P, and K coordinates thus
obtained convergedto
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R(hkt): I> I lr(obs)l- lF(catc)l
l/> lP(obs)l: 0.32.
A d.ifference synthesis revealed all eleven oxygen atoms remaining in
the asymmetric unit.
Rnmxplruxr
The coordinates of two iron, two phosphorusr one K, and eleven
independent oxygen atorns in general positions were refined by a
locally modified version of the ORFLS full-matrix least-squares program for IBM 7094 computer of Busing, Martin, and Levy.(1962)'
Scattering curves fot tr'et*, P3', and Ot- were obtained from NIacGillavry ancl Rieck (1962). The flrst three cycles included scale and
atomic parameter refinement followed by three cycles of scale, atomic
pararneter, and isotropic thermal vibration parameter refinement
whereupon cbnveogencewas reached ar R(hkL) = o'074 for all 3900
reflections. Reasonable B-values (0.3 A' for Fe, 0.4 for P, 0'6-0'9 for
O'-, 1.6-1.8 for HzO) and very low estimated standard errors (+ 0.005
a for oxygen atoms) attest to a well-refined crystal structure and a
chemical cornposition akin to the Sapucaia materigl, that is, a hydrated basic ferric phosphate.
TABLE I.
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TABLE 2.
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The final atomic coordinatesand isotropicthermal vibration parameters appearsin Table 2. The l/'(obs)l -F(aalc) daLa are listed in
Table3'.
DrscussroN oF THE Srnucrunn
Architecture and bonding in the octahedral tetr,amer
The most remarkable feature of the leucophosphite atomic arrangement is the octahedral cluster which consists of an edge-sharing doublet whose two common corners each fuse by corner-sharing to two other
octahedra forming a tetramer. The tetramer is an insular octahedral
cluster and is joined to surrounding symmetry equivalent tetramers
by the bridging phosphate ligands, resulting in a three-dimensional
1To obta,ina copy of rable B, order
NAps DocumentNo. 01209from ASrs
National Auxiliary Publications service, c/o ccM rnformation corporation.
866Third Avenue,New York, New York, 10022;remittiog.$2.00
for microfiche
or $6.80for photocopies,
payable,in advance,to CCMIC-NApS.
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linkage of "' Fe-O-P-O " ' bonds'Setting Op : oxYgenassociated
with the (POr)'- group,the cluster formula is [Fe'-a(OH)r(HrO),
(Or)ru]. Thus, the crystal-chemicalformula for leucophosphiteis
Kz [Fe'.+(OH), (HrO) 2(PO) 4]' 2IJIO.The two symmetryindependent
phosphatetetrahedraare tetradentateand half the total water bonds
direcily to Fe3*as ligandswhile the remaininghalf residesin a cavity
in the structure.A sketchof the geometricallyidealizedtetramer topoappearsin Figure
logically equivalentto the cluster in leucophosphite
is 1:5, which is
in
the
cluster
1. The octahedralcenterto vertex rat"io
and the indimer
compositionallyisomorphousto the edge-sharing
flnite corner-sharingoctahedralchain. The three-dimensionallinkage
of octahedraand tetrahedrais rather complicated.The actual distorted
tetramer and its associatedsurrounding (PO+)t- tetrahedra are featured in Figure 2.
Also noteworthy is the occurrenceof a topologicallyidentical tetramer
in the crystal structure of amarantite, as revealed by Stsse (1968)'
Although both tetramers possessthe same 1 point symmetry located
at the midpoint of the shared edge, the ligand groupings and relative
ligand proportions are quite different. The cluster in amarantite has
the composition [Fe'*n(O)r(HrO)r(O")ro]and the crystal-chemical
In this formula, six of the
formula is [Feu*n(O)r(HrO)8(SOn)n]'6HrO.
as
vertices of the octahedral
participate
not
do
oxygens
sixteen sulfate
to Bandy (1938),
According
only.
bonded
hydrogen
are
cluster, but
at chuquicamata
quartz-p}'rite
veins
oxidized
in
is
forurd
amarantite
and fibroferhohmannite
with
associated
invariably
Chile,
and Quetena,
rite, and is the latest mineral in the assemblageto appear, indicating
a very low temperature of formation. Fewer bridging tetrahedra occur
in the amarantite structure than in leucophosphiteand the result is
a chain of ." Fe-O-S-O "' bonds which are joined to symmetry
equivalent chains only through hydrogen bonds.

Frc. 1. Geometrically idealized octahedral tetra.rrer which is topologically equivalent to the arrangemerits in leucophosphite and arharantite'
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Frc. 2. The octahedral tetramer and its zur-rounding (pO")* ligands in the
leueophosphite crystal stmcture. Potassium atoms are located at the crosses
in the cavities surrounding the tetramer. Atomic positions are labelled to conform with Table 2. Symmetry equivalent tetramers are centered at (0, 0);
(0, 1); (1,0); and (1,1), and are generatedby the screwoperation.

Bond distancesassociatedwith the octahedra,and the (POr)'tetrahedraare presentedin Figures3 and 4 as Schlegeldiagramswhich
are comparedwith the data publishedby Siisse.Despitethe fact that
the tetramersin the two structuresare topologicallyidentical and do
not link directly to other octahedralentities,the individual distances
differ considerablybetweenthe two structures.Factors contributingto
major differencesinclude the different relative proportionsof ligands
betweenthe two structures, the differencesin the bond strengths (()
of the P-O (( = 5/4) and S-O (( : 6/D bonds,and the nature of
the O (9) atom which is bondedto three FeS*cationsis both structures.
This last differenceis rather curious,but is substantiatedby the
averageFe-O(g) distancesin the two accurately refined structures.
In amarantite,the Fe'.-O(9) 1.930A averageis unuSuallyshor-band
is explicableonly if an oxide (Or-) anion is assumed,which, with
AE = -.50, is severelyundersaturatedelectrostaticallywith respect
to the coordinating cations. The correspondingFee-O(g) 2.159 A
arreragedistancein leucophosphiteis unusually long and a, charge
balancedcrystal requiresthat O(9) : (OH)-. With A> = * .50 for
the (OH)- group treated as a univalent anion, extremeoversaturation
resultsin distanceswhich are considerablylonger than average.This
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Frc. 3. Interdtomic distances and anionic deviations from electrostatic neutrality in the leucophosphite octahedra and the amarantite octahedra. The
tabulations are presented as Schlegel diagtams, which can be directly compared
by super-position. Shared edges are drawn bold; Me-O distances and A2 are
listed parenthetically. The average Me-O distance is underlined. Estimated
standa.rd errors are Me-O -+ 0.005 and O'O' + 0.007 A. The amarantite data
are from Siisse (1968).i:
inversion, s = screw operations applied to the atomic
coordinates in Table 2.

interpretationis also substantiatedby the O(9)-O(9)' sharededge
distances,which are 2.60 and 3.011A in amarantite and leucophosphite respectively.
'
AverageFe3*-Oand Ps*-O distancesin leucophosphiteare typical
for their polyhedra,with Fe(l)-O 2.028,Fe(2)-O 2.012,P(7)-O'
1.540,and P(2)-O 1.537A. The two long Fe(l)-O(9, i) 2.151and
Fe(l)-O (9) 2.175A distancesimposecompensatoryeffectsupon the
remainingFe(1)-O distances,all of which are shoder than average.
In this connection,it is important to note that the electrostatic'valence
balancesfor the remaininganionsabout Fe(1) shownin Figure 3 indi'
cate slight undercaturationwhich, when combinedwith the severely
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Frc. 4. Schlegel diagrams of tetrahedra in leucophosphite.See Fig. 3 legend for
further remarks.

oversaturated O (9), results in an overail electrostatically neutral polyhedron.
Role o'f the pobassiunxi,ons
The three-dimensional framework of linked octahedral tetramers
and (PO+)r tetrahedra results in constricted channels which run parallel to the b-axis and which are centered al (r, z) - (l/2,0) and
(0, l/2). These channels are occupied by ordered K* cations located
across the inversion centers whose inner sphere of coordination includes six oxygen atoms. The location of the K* cations is shown in
Figure 2 and their coordinating anions appear in Figure 5. The KOa
polyhedron is highly irregular, with average K-O distances of 2.927 4..
It shares an edge with the Fe(2)Oo octahedron and an edge with the
P(1)O1 tetrahedron. Although the KOo polyhedra do not appear essential to the rigidity of the crystal structure, the presence of a univalent cation is necessary for charge balance. Table 4 shows that
electrostatic valence balance of cations about anions is assured when
six-fold coordination of oxygens about K* is selected.
HEdrogen bonding
A final difference synthesis failed to yield conclusive information
about the location of hydrogen atoms on account of the matrix of
rather heavy metal atoms. A hydrogen bonding scheme is proposed
which is based on simple geometrical arguments and it is shown diagramatically in Figure 6. The atoms which can donate hydrogen bonds
include O(9) : (OH)- and O(10), O(11) : (HzO). Since O(9) is
coordinated to three octahedra and since the fourth octahedron is lo-
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+0.0
Frc. 5. Anionic environment about, the potassium cation labelled in Fig. 2. Interatomic distances and elevations (in A units) are presented.
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cated too far away for any reasonable O ." O distance admissable
for hydrogen bonding, it must bond to O(11), the water molecule in
the cavity. Indeed, the O(9) ... O(11) 2.960A distanceis acceptable.
The O(11) water molecule probably forms bonds with O(4) and
O ( 6 , s ) , w i t h d i s t a n c e sO ( 1 1 ) . . . O ( 4 ) 2 . 8 1 6a n d O ( 1 1 ) " ' O ( 6 , s )
2.861 A. O(10) is also a donor of hydrogen bonds and the distances
O ( 1 0 ) " ' O ( 1 1 , i ) 2 . 3 2 8a n d O ( 1 0 ) . . ' O ( 6 , s ) 2 . 7 3 0A a r e a c c e p t a b e . T h u s , 0 ( 6 ) a n d O ( 1 1 ) e a c h r e c e i v et w o b o n d s . T h e 0 ( 6 , s ) O ( 1 0 ) - O ( 1 1 ,i ) 1 1 6 o 5 f a
, n d O ( 6 , s ) - O ( 1 1 ) - O ( 4 ) 1 1 8 ' 5 4 a n g l e sa r e
not severely out of range from the ideal tetrahedral angle. Finally, I
remark that O(11), which receivestwq bonds and donates two bonds
in this model, defines a distorted tetrahedron with 0(6, s), O(4),
O(9), and O(10, i) at the vertices. This would suggestthat O(11) is
firmly held in the cavity and, unlike zeolitic water, would be fairly
resistant to removal by mild thermal activation.
OgsonvlrroNs CoNcpnNrNGCoLoR,tNo Fest-(O, OH)
O cr,t u poner, Cr,usrnnu.rc
Since both Ieucophosphite and amarantite have formed in different paragenetic settings but at similar temperatures and since both
possesstopologically the same isomer, it is reasonable to assume that
at least the tightly bound octahedral edge-sharing dimer existed in

+l.l

0(4)
0 ( l l )+ t . s

0(r0)

0(ei)

+0.5

0 ( t 0i,)
-0.5

00t,i)
- t.5

0(4,i)
-l.l

0(6,s,i)
+0.3

tr'rc. 6. Proposed hydrogen bonding scheme with distances and angles in the
leucophosphite structure. The iails of the arrows are located at the donors and
the heads at the acceptors. The scheme is Iocated at the inversion center of the
tetramer in Fig.2.
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solution during their crystallization. Although the octahedral tetramers are insular in both structures with respect to other octahedral
clusters, continuous polyhedral polymerization exists as a result of the
(PO+)ts and (SOr)'- bridging ligands. However, the varying degree
of crystallinities observed for leucophosphite implies that polymerization is not complete in the'amorphous material and that amorphous
leucophosphiteis incornpletely condensedgel material.
The dimer involving an edge-sharing octahedral pair has received
considerable attention in the chemical literature. Mulay and Selwood
(1955), on the basis of magnetic susceptibilityjmeasurements, reported
a diamagnetic dimer, written [Fez(OH)z]a", which evidently increases
in stability with increasing temperature, at least in the region of 15
to 51'C. They proposed that exchange effects across the shorb Fe._
(OH)rFe bridge induce subnormal magnetio,rnoments and add that
a similar explanation may account for low magnetic moments observed
for red-brown feruic hydroxide gels. Schugar et aL (1967), in a detailed
magnetic and spectral examination on a dimeric speciesformed by the
action of the ferric cation and the trianion of N-hydroxyethylenediaminetriacetic acid with equimolar amounts of NaOH, noted a reduction of the 5.79 Bohr magneton number for high spin Fe3* at low
and high pH values to 2.9 BM at intermediate values. At the intermediate pH range (between approximately 4 to 9), the color of the
solution was red, whereas the color was yellow at the two pH extremes. They interpreted the resulis as the formation of a red dimeric
species,which, on account of the short Fe3*-Fe3*contact across the
hydroxyl edge-sharing bridge, possessesspin coupling and a reduction
from five unpaired electrons in the yellow monomer to approximately
two unpaired electrons for Fe8*in the dimer.
Both leucophosphite and amarantite appear to be good crystalline
examples which add new information about the nature of the dimers
studied in solution. It is necessaryto add here that the corner-sharing
dimer has also been proposed in chemical studies. The two imporbant
dimeric species believed to exist in solution are the corner-sharing
[Fe'.-(OH)-Fe]5* and the edge-sharing [Fe-(OH)z-Fe]n* species.
Some investigators suggest the presence of oro (i.e., O"-) bridges, but
such an affangement is implausible on the grounds of electrostatic
valence balances for octahedral coordination and must involve at least
one more coordinating cation of similar charge and coordination number.
Several tecently determined crystal structures beg magnetic susceptibility rneasurements on their crystals. The Fe-Fe distance between the edge-sharing oro bridge in amarantite is 2.90 A; in leueo-
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phosphite,the correspondingdistancebetweenLhehgdrorgl bridge is
3.11A, a differenceof 0.20A, which is explicableon the basis of the
electrostaticvalencebalancesof the cationsabout the bridging O(9)
anions discussedearlier. Amarantite exhibits a brilliant amaranth
crimsoncolor (whenceits name) while leucophosphite
is pale-colored
(whenceits name). In the structuresof basic ferric phosphatesinvolving corner-sharing... Fe-OH-Fe .. . chains such as laueite,
Mn2*Fe23*(HrO)6(OH)2(PO+)z.2HzO
(Moore, 1965) and butlerite,
(H2O)2(SO4)(Fanfaniet at.,l97I), the Fe-Fe distancesare
Fe3.(O,H)
greaterthan 3.4 A but lessthan 4.0 A. Theselatter compoundsare all
pale orange-yellowin color.From theseobservations,it is tempting to
infer that spin couplingbetweenthe sharededgeexistsin amarantite
and that it is inducedin structureswhere the Fe-Fe separationlies
somewherebelow 3.1 A, the distancefound in the pale-coloredleucophosphite.Pursuant to this speculation,Gouy balancemeasurements
are in progressfor amarantite,leucophosphite
and the structureswith
corner-sharing
octahedralchains.
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